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Wonderful Things sketchbook / £12.50

Pack of 10 postcards / £10

Tim Walker: Wonderful Things

Tim Walker: Wonderful Things
exhibition catalogue / £25

Wonderful Things tote bag / £15

Explore the beautiful worlds conjured in the
Tim Walker: Wonderful Things exhibition with
our product range. Including the sumptuous
exhibition catalogue, striking posters of the V&A
photo series and exclusive fashion collaborations
with top London designers.

Greeting cards / £3 each
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Inkjet print with archival pigment inks on Hahnemuhle Photo Rag, fine art acid-free paper 308
gsm. Each print is hand embossed with a V&A
stamp and comes rolled in a postal tube.

Pen and Ink poster (A2) / £45

Lil’ Dragon poster (A2) / £45

Box of Delights poster (50 × 60 cm) / £45

Why not be oneself poster (A2) / £45

Lord of the Flies poster (A2) / £45

Handle with Care poster (A2) / £45

Cloud 9 poster (A2) / £45

Soldiers of Tomorrow poster (A2) / £45

Illuminations poster (A2) / £45
Land of Living poster (A2) / £45
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Moon face enamel pin / £5

Charles Jeffrey

Wonderful Things t-shirt by Charles Jeffrey / £35

Tim Walker is a great believer in collaboration and
has worked with extraordinary talents throughout
his career. British fashion designer Charles Jeffrey,
of award-winning cult label Loverboy, has joined

Moon face t-shirt by Charles Jeffrey / £35
Wonderful Things enamel keyring / £7.50
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forces with Walker to create a line to accompany
the exhibition. Drawing on archive material from
the museum filtered through their incredible
creative lens, this range is exclusive to the V&A.
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Mushroom embroidered patch / £17.50

Itchy Scratchy Patchy

Tiger embroidered patch / £30

British model Edie Campbell is one of
Tim Walker’s key collaborators, they work
symbiotically to create the fantastical realms
seen in Walker’s work. In 2015 Campbell

The Threes Graces embroidered patch / £25
Wonderful Things football scarf / £45
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founded Itchy Scratchy Patchy with friend
Christabel MacGreevy, a brand focusing on
decorative, seasonless fashion, creating clothes
with a sense of humour and a point of view.
Responding to a brief from Tim, this range has
been created for the V&A exhibition.

